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STATIC ELECTRICITY

Completion
Complete each statement.

 1. (2 POINTS)  Use CoulombsLaw to determine the electric force if given the following:
Coulomb’s Law: Felect = k (Q1Q2)/d2

In air, k = 9.0 x 10-9 N m2/C2.  Two charges are 6 m apart.  Object 1 has a charge of 12 C.  Object 2 has a charge of 15 C.

Use the scenario below to answer the next 4 questions.
BALLOON AND HAIR
BEFORE CHARGING: A persons hair has 225 protons and 225 electrons.  A balloon has 160 protons and 160 electrons.
AFTER CHARGING: The person’s hair has 225 protons and 195 electrons.  The ballon has 160 protons and 190 electrons.

 2. What is the charge of the BALLOON after charging (give sign AND a number).

 3. What is the sign of the system (hair and balloon) after charging?

 4. What is the charge of the HAIR before charging.

 5. What is the charge of the HAIR after charging (give sign AND a number).

 6. What method of charging involves rubbing two objects together?

You are given the following scenario:  A is neutral, B is positive, C attracts A, D attracts C, D repels E, E attracts A,  F repels D, F repels B

 7. What are the charge possibilities for F?

 8. What are the charge possibilities for C?

 9. What are the charge possibilities for E?

 10. What term is used to describe the “love” a material has for electrons?

Use the description below to answer the next 3 questions.
STEPS IN MAKING LIGHTNING
1) Moisture evaporates upward and ice crystals move downward within the cloud, cause the particles to become charged by rubbing.
2) Charges are separated within the cloud; positive charges on the top, negatives on the bottom.
3) The negatively charged bottom of the cloud repels negative charges on the surface of the Earth and on objects.
4) The cloud discharges as lightning.

 11. What method of charging occurs in the 1st step of making lighting?

 12. What process is occuring in step 2 of making lightning where opposite charges are separated wthin the cloud?

 13. What process is occuring in the last step of making lightining where excess charge is removed by means of transfering electrons from the cloud to another object?

 14. The term which describes materials that impede the free floe of electrons from atom to atom.

 15. The process of separeating opposite charges within an object is known as . . .

 16. What list places materials in order according to their electron affinity?

 17. What describes the observation where in the charging process, the total amount of charge in the system is the same before the process starts as it is after the process ends.

 18. What units are used to for charge?

 19. What is the charge of an electron?

 20. What is the charge of a proton?

 21. What is the term used to describe a charged atom?

 22. The term which describes the action-at-a-distance force exerted by charged objects.

 23. A method used to charge an object without touching the ibject is known as . . .

 24. What method of charging involves two objects that make physical contact (touching).
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 1. ANS: 45  x 10-9 N  or 4.5  x 10-8 N
 2. ANS: - 30
 3. ANS: neutral
 4. ANS: neutral
 5. ANS: + 30
 6. ANS: friction
 7. ANS: +  positive
 8. ANS: -  negative
 9. ANS: + positive
 10. ANS: electron affinity
 11. ANS: friction
 12. ANS: polarization
 13. ANS: grounding
 14. ANS: insulator
 15. ANS: polarization
 16. ANS: Triboelectric series
 17. ANS: The Law of Conservation of Charge
 18. ANS: Coulomb
 19. ANS: - negative
 20. ANS: +  positive
 21. ANS: ion
 22. ANS: electric force
 23. ANS: induction
 24. ANS: conduction


